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Young Csteroc voices the lifestyle of young entrepreneurs from the Bay Area. This album is a must buy

for rap fans worldwide. 14 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap

Details: Upon arrival into America, Csteroc was the first out of 11 kids born in America. His family left a

war torn South Vietnam on a boat in search for freedom. Csteroc's mom was pregnant living at a refugee

camp before the family's departure to Chicago, Illinois where she gave birth to Young Rocket also known

to the world as Csteroc. The family then moved to the San Francisco Bay Area where Csteroc was

raised. As a young child, Csteroc was heavily exposed to music. His folks would throw house parties

every weekend with live bands. Growing up listening to Bay Area West Coast Rap, Csteroc started writing

verses turning them into songs. Through a mutual friend, Csteroc got into a studio and started knocking

out tracks. Even though expelled from high school and kicked out again, Csteroc maintains his

composure and graduates on time. By his junior year, he pressed up his first E.P. - "Young Viet Vet" and

sells them independently. A few years later after appearing on compilations and doing guest

appearances, Csteroc puts together a compilation titled "REALITY RAPS". Letting new aspiring artist

shine, the CD sells throughout Northern California and on the web. His latest release "In The East Bay"

contains tracks from the young teen's perspective. Most tracks were recorded during his adolescent years

and showcases the hustle he's been through. Be on the lookout for his new project titled "Gamblin' 

Grindin" with all new tracks coming soon. Also set to release, another collaboration his folks.
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